**Chilton’s Automotive** provides detailed information to tackle vehicle maintenance and repairs. Users can search for specific vehicle make and models to locate step-by-step service and repair procedures. The database provides diagrams, photographs, and illustrations for visual support which can be easily printed for convenience.

Go to [www.pueblolibrary.org](http://www.pueblolibrary.org) ➔ Search ➔ Databases

Select **Automotive** (left column) ➔ **Chilton Library**

**Vehicle Selector**

- Select year
- Select make
- Select model
The data available depends on the vehicle make and model. Chilton Library provides information on **Repair**, **Maintenance**, **Labor Estimating**, and **Bulletins/Recalls**.

**Your Current Vehicle: 2005 Honda Civic**

Data is available for the following:
- Repair
- Maintenance
- Labor Estimating
- Bulletins/Recalls

**Repair**
Select the **Repair** option from your Vehicle Selection Results to navigate to the Repair manual of the specific vehicle you have selected.

**Maintenance**
Select the **Maintenance** option from the Vehicle Selection Results to navigate to the Maintenance Chart for the specific vehicle you have selected.

**Labor Estimating**
Select **Labor Estimating** option to search for a specific labor option or pick it from a tree of defined labor operations for your selected vehicle.

**Bulletins/Recalls**
Select the **Bulletins/Recalls** option from the Vehicle Selection Results to navigate to a list of Bulletins/Recalls for the specific vehicle you have selected.

Learn More!
Select Help at top right for a detailed Chilton Library User Guide.